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1 Introduction 

1.1. Background 

This document is addressed to all Stakeholders interested in understanding the main 
functionalities of the TERRE Activation Optimization Function. 

The scope of this document includes: 

 Elastic balancing energy needs 

 Social welfare 

 Counter-activations 

. 
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2 Elastic need 

Some TERRE TSOs having the obligation to manage their system cost-efficient aim to use 
elastic balancing energy needs. They can hence submit a price for their need which 
indicates the maximum price they are willing to pay in order to satisfy their need through 
TERRE1. This allows TSOs to optimize the balancing processes on an economical scale 
across time and benefit the system as a whole. Note that this opportunity is implicitly given 
to the TSO operators today when they balance the system (in terms of requested volumes 
for different balancing products). 

2.1. Examples 

We illustrate with an example how a TSO can use elasticity to reduce the balancing costs. 
 

Prices  Balancing platform Alternative 

Forecast MP / 70 

Need price 70 inelastic 

Final MP 150 80 

 
 
The TSOs who will submit elastic needs, have alternatives to satisfy their needs, either 
with faster balancing energy products, i.e. aFRR or mFRR, or with local specific products. 
In this example, the TSO has an alternative to satisfy its balancing energy needs, and the 
forecast price for the alternative is 70€/MWh. The TSO chooses to price the need with the 
price of the alternative, i.e. 70€/MWh. The resulting price is 150€/MWh, therefore the need 
of the TSO is not satisfied. This clearly reduces the balancing costs, as the TSO will then 
satisfy this need with a much lower cost, through the alternative product.  
 
In case the TSO cannot price its need, this will affect the volumes submitted to the 
balancing platform. More specifically, the TSO will only submit the certain, and thus lower, 
amount of volume which cannot be covered by the cheapest alternative products. In 
general, if the realization of the RR balancing energy need is uncertain (which is often the 
case, as the TSOs have to submit it before the TSO-TSO Gate Closure Time) without 
elastic demands, the TSOs would wait and place the balancing energy need at a later 
point, and would choose not to satisfy it through TERRE. By using elasticity, TSOs can 
use LIBRA and RR in order to balance the system in a cost efficient way, by limiting the 
financial risk. 
 
In addition, with regards to the economic optimization, if only inelastic needs are allowed, it 
is possible that a TSO will over-estimate the TERRE prices and will therefore not submit 
any need. This is illustrated with the following example. The forecast TERRE price is 
100€/MWh and the forecast alternative product price is 70€/MWh. If only inelastic needs 
are allowed, the TSO may not submit any need to TERRE. However, in this example, the 
final TERRE marginal price is 50€/MWh and the alternative product price is 80€/MWh. 
Therefore, the TSO will have to satisfy its whole need with 80€/MWh, whereas at least a 
part of the need could have been satisfied by TERRE if elastic needs were allowed 
(assuming that similarly to the first example, the TSO would have submitted a price of 
70€/MWh, i.e. the forecast price of the alternative product). 

                                                           
1 For downward balancing energy needs, the price (if the price is positive) represents the minimum they are 

willing to receive for satisfying their need via TERRE.  
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Prices Balancing platform Alternative 

Forecast MP 100 70 

Need price inelastic inelastic 

Final MP 50 80 

   

  

Note also that the remaining need will always be satisfied through another balancing 
energy product, i.e. will not result in unintended exchanges. 

2.2. Conclusion 

The use of elastic needs in TERRE is a tool that enables TSOs to achieve an economic 
optimization of the balancing processes. It is under the responsibility of the local NRAs to 
monitor and evaluate the approach that each TSO will follow to price a need. Each NRA 
will have knowledge of the principle and criteria used by the concerned TSO to fix the 
elastic price, if this is the case, as well as the curves submitted to the RR platform and the 
obtained results. 

3 Social welfare 

The objective function of the activation optimization function (AOF) used by TERRE is the 
maximization of the social welfare. The social welfare is defined as the total surplus of the 
participating TSOs, obtained from satisfying the RR balancing energy needs submitted to 
the LIBRA platform, and the total surplus of BSPs, resulting from the activation of their RR 
bids submitted to LIBRA. The main reasons for the selection of the social welfare as the 
main objective of the AOF, as well as the explanation of the above definition, are analyzed 
in this section. 

3.1. Maximization of social welfare vs. Minimization of 
procurement costs 

As defined in Article 29(1) of the GLEB, each TSO shall use cost-effective balancing 
energy bids available for delivery in its control area. The optimization of the social welfare 
ensures that the most cost efficient feasible combination of the available balancing energy 
bids, respecting all constraints, will be activated. Note that if all needs submitted by the 
TSOs are inelastic, the results of the optimization of the social welfare by the AOF are 
equivalent to the results obtained by the minimization of procurement costs.  
 
As described in section 2, the TSOs can submit both elastic and inelastic needs. For the 
inelastic needs, a price corresponding to the IT price cap of the LIBRA platform is 
considered, in order for them to be included in the calculation of the social welfare. Note 
that the most expensive BSP upward (downward) bid has always a lower (higher) price 
than the price assigned to the inelastic needs. Therefore, if all needs submitted by the 
TSOs are inelastic, the maximization of the social welfare results in the same solution, i.e. 
the same accepted bids, with the minimization of the procurement costs. We illustrate this 
property using the following example. 
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3.1.1. Example 

We consider an upward inelastic need, two upward bids and one downward bid, and an IT 
price cap equal to 100’000€/MWh. As presented in Figure 1, the maximization of the social 
welfare results in the activation of the upward bids 1 and (a part of the bid) 2, the 
satisfaction of the upward inelastic need and a marginal price equal to 1’000€/MWh. The 
social welfare is equal to the TSO surplus plus the BSPs’ surplus. The TSO surplus is 
100∙(100’000 – 1’000) and the BSPs’ surplus is 50∙(1’000 - 100) + 50∙(1’000 – 1’000). 
Therefore the social welfare is 9’945’000€. We observe that the inelastic need has a major 
impact on the social welfare. As the main objective of the AOF is the maximization of the 
social welfare, the AOF aims at satisfying the inelastic needs, if feasible, at any cost.  

 
Figure 1: Maximization of social welfare: results of the example 

 

If the objective function was the minimization of the procurement costs, no price would be 
assigned to the inelastic need and the problem formulation2 would be as follows: 

Minimize Procurement costs 

Subject to:  

sum of accepted upward bids – sum of accepted downward bids = inelastic need 
 

This would result in the activation of the upward bids 1 and (a part of the bid) 2, to the 
satisfaction of the inelastic need and to the same marginal price. Therefore, if no elastic 
needs are submitted, the maximization of the social welfare is equivalent to the 
minimization of the procurement costs. 

3.2. One-step problem 

The TERRE AOF implements netting and activations into one step. More specifically, the 
AOF receives upward and downward balancing energy needs as well as common merit 
order lists with upward and downward balancing energy bids. The common merit order list 
of downward bids is merged with the upward needs into a single merit order list. This 
represents the consumer curve, as all actors in this list are ready to pay (if the submitted 
price is positive) the submitted price (maximum) for consuming energy. The common 
merit order list of upward bids is merged with the downward needs into a single merit order 
list. This represents the producer curve, as all actors in this list are ready to be paid (if the 

                                                           
2 The formulation refers to the example, is simplified and does not consider any exchange between balancing 

areas or other constraints necessary for properly formulating the problem. It is only for illustration purposes. 
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submitted price is positive) at least the submitted price for producing energy. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Netting and activations into one single step 

 

By implementing netting and activations into a single step, and in order to use the most 
cost-effective balancing energy bids, the grey area in Figure 3 (which corresponds to the 
social welfare) is maximized. 

 
Figure 3: Social welfare maximization 
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Before deciding for the one-step approach described above, TERRE TSOs studied also 
alternative approaches, more specifically the use of the AOF separately for upward and 
downward balancing energy needs as well as the netting and activations into separate 
steps. The following section presents this alternative and explains why the suggested 
approach is the most efficient. 

3.2.1. Why netting and activations in the same AOF? 

The alternative compared to the suggested approach would be that the AOF would 
implement a pre-netting step and a second step with the activation of bids  in two separate 
runs: (1) one for the residual upward needs and the submitted upward bids and (2) one for 
the residual downward needs and the submitted downward bids.  

The drawbacks of this approach are the following: 

1. The most cost-effective bids are not always accepted 

2. Elastic need cannot be used 

We illustrate the first disadvantage, i.e. the sub-optimal solution, with the following 
example. 

 

EXAMPLE  

Inputs  We consider a system two TSOs with inelastic balancing energy needs. The 
ATC is considered high enough not to influence the solution. 

 

*IT price cap =  +/- 100’000 

Pre-netting Full netting is implemented10MWh are transferred from the TSO B to the TSO 
A 
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Activations  After the pre-netting stage, there is no residual downward need, so the AOF 
does not run for downward activations.  

For the upward activations,  there is a residual upward need, hence the AOF 
runs using as inputs the residual need and all submitted upward bids. 

 

The two upward divisible bids from the TSO A are activated. The indivisible 
upward bid of the TSO B cannot be activated, as the volume of the inelastic 
need is lower than the volume of the indivisible bid.  

Final result of 
the two-step 
approach 

 

The cost of activating these bids is equal to: 40∙100+ 50∙150 = 11’500€ 

One-step 
approach 

 

Full netting is implemented. The indivisible upward bid from the TSO B is 
activated and 10MWh from the cheapest divisible bid from the TSO A are also 
activated. 
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Final result of 
the one-step 
approach 

 

The cost of activating these bids is equal to: 100∙20 - 10∙20  = 1’800€ 

 

This example also indicates the importance of counter-activations due to the presence of 
complex bid formats, e.g. indivisible bids. 

4 Counter-activations 

With the term counter-activations, we refer to the simultaneous activation of an upward 
and a downward bid in order to increase the social welfare. Due to the fact that all upward 
and downward balancing energy needs, as well as all upward and downward balancing 
energy bids are co-optimized, as described in section 3, counter-activations could occur if 
some downward bids had higher prices than some upward bids, i.e., if some BSPs would 
be willing to pay higher prices to reduce their production than the prices some other BSPs 
would be willing to receive to increase their production. In addition, counter-activations 
could occur due to the presence of complex bids formats. Therefore, as depicted in the 
previous example, even if the prices are not as described above, the most cost-efficient 
activation in order to satisfy a need, may be the simultaneous activation of an upward and 
a downward bid.  

Due to the presence of complex bid formats, e.g. indivisible bids, if the AOF eliminates the 
counter-activations, there are cases, where an inelastic need cannot be satisfied, leading 
to problems of operational security for some TSOs. We indicate this by the following 
example. 

  

EXAMPLE  

Inputs  We consider only one TSO with an inelastic need and two offers, which 
can cover its need. 
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*IT price cap =  +/- 100’000 

Activations The upward indivisible offer shall be activated to satisfy the need of the 
TSO, as well as 50MWh from the divisible downward offer 

 

If the AOF cannot activate these bids as this will lead to simultaneous 
activation of upward and downward bids, and hence counter-activations, 
the inelastic need of the TSO cannot be satisfied. 

 

TERRE TSOs have indicated in the  consultation papers that they support the allowance of 
counter-activations as they enhance the efficiency of the TERRE balancing market, since 
they result in the highest social welfare, non-distorted price signals and the highest 
chances for BSPs to get activated, whereas they do not have any impact on system 
security. In addition, no extra constraints need to be added to the AOF, therefore there is 
no impact on the computational time. 
 
However, TERRE TSOs have investigated several alternative approaches. Note that the 
complete elimination of counter-activations is not acceptable due to the reasons presented 
above, i.e. complex bid formats and satisfaction of inelastic needs. The partial restriction of 
counter-activations has been investigated though by the TERRE TSOs and NRAs and 
different approaches have been considered.  

4.1. Partial acceptance of counter-activations based on the 
volumes 

With this approach, each satisfied balancing energy need, i.e., the part of each submitted 
need that is satisfied, is decomposed into two terms: (a) a quantity that has been netted 
with another need, and (b) a quantity that has been satisfied by the activation of a bid. The 
constraints that are introduced to the initial formulation ensure that the activation of an 
upward (downward) need is done in order to satisfy needs, i.e., the part (b) of the 
decomposition. We illustrate this approach by using this the following example. 
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EXAMPLE  

Inputs  We consider the system of 3 TSOs, and enough ATC not to affect the results 

 

 

With counter-
activations 

 

We observe that in this case upward and downward offers are simultaneously 
activated. More specifically, 300MWh downwards is activated from BSP1, 
250MWh upwards is activated from BSP3, and the demands are fully satisfied. 

The marginal price for this case is 40 €/MWh and the social welfare is 35’000 €. 

 

Downward bid (BSP 1) 

Upward need (TSO 3) 

Downward need (TSO 1) 

Downward need (TSO 2) 

Upward bid (BSP 3) 
Downward bid (BSP 2) 
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Blocking of 
counter-
activations 
based on 
volumes 

 

200MWh downwards are activated from BSP 1 and 150MWh upwards are 
activated from BSP 3. All balancing energy needs are satisfied in this case too. In 
this case, the 200MWh downward activation coming from BSP 1 satisfies the 
negative need of TSOs 1 and 2, and the 150MWh upward activation coming from 
BSP 3 satisfies the positive need of TSO 3. 

 

 

 

Note that due to the presence of complex bid formats, the applicability of this approach is 
also not possible in all cases, and extra rules for the allowed counter-activations have to 
be considered, i.e. the satisfaction of an inelastic need. 

4.2. Partial acceptance of counter-activations based on the 

prices 

In the last consultation paper, TERRE TSOs presented the approach suggested by the 
NRAs regarding the partial acceptance of counter-activations. Following this approach, the 
AOF checks the prices of the bids and needs in order to allow or not a counter-activation. 
In addition, it is specified that counter-activations, under presence of complex bids, shall 
be allowed in order to satisfy a need (elastic or inelastic).  

 

Downward bid (BSP 1) 

Upward need (TSO 3) 

Downward need (TSO 1) 

Downward need (TSO 2) 

Upward bid (BSP 3) 
Downward bid (BSP 2) 
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The applicability of these approaches is currently under investigation by the TERRE TSOs 
and the external supplier who will develop the AOF. In case the counter-activations are 
partially restricted, TERRE TSOs would like to have clear rules, and not base the 
restriction on heuristics.   

 

 


